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Purpose

Goal

Vision
All children reach 

their potential.
Better lives for children.
Communities that thrive.

By 2026, ACFS will have contributed to 
increased well-being and resilience of 221 550 

children from disadvantaged communities 
to recover from shocks and sustainability 

provide for their children and families.

Overview
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• Undernutrition is reduced 
among children 

• Improved healthy environments 
for all children

• Improved nutrition education 
to enable better lifelong dietary 
habits 

• Improved school completion 
rates and enhanced inclusive 
and stimulating learning 
environments for children 

• Improved quality of basic 
education and create a skilled 
and capable workforce to 
support an inclusive growth path

• Improved food security to 
ensure communities are self-
reliant and become sustainable 
and thrive 

• Improved number of 
local businesses for 
food productions within 
communities (Commercially 
viable enterprises)

ACFS contributes towards the 
physical, emotional, social 
wellbeing, and cognitive 
development of children between 
0 and 18 years.

ACFS ensures inclusive and 
equitable access to quality 
education for all children by 
providing infrastructure and 
resources at all ACFS child 
friendly destinations. 

Increase food availability, 
accessibility, resilience and 
economic participation in 
sustainable food ecosystems for 
vulnerable households.Health & Nutrition 

Educational Support

Food Security & 
Livelihood (FSL)

ACFS Strategic 
Results and Resources 
Framework 
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• Young people acquire the skills 
and resources to compete in 
local markets, as well as fair 
and equal access to economic 
institutions.

• Improved community capacity 
to prepare, mitigate and 
respond to disasters

ACFS promotes young people 
to acquire knowledge, skills and 
confidence they need for self-
stainablity and job creation.

Households and ECD centres 
have improved coping strategies 
and are able to withstand 
shocks and unforeseen adverse 
events.

Youth Economic 
Empowerment 

Emergency Response
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ACFS has aligned all its Programmes pathways implantation to United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) and targets which are for global development adopted in September 2015, set to be 
achieved by 2030. ACFS Programmes pillars are currently focusing on the first Five (5) of the SDGs: No 
Poverty, Zero Hunger, Good Health and Well-being, Quality Education and Gender Equality. These SDGs 
are in line with ACFS programmes offerings. By doing so, ACFS clearly specifies that its programme 
assignments are to ensure that it makes meaning full impact that can be categorised and recognised 
with UN standards requirement for the publication that tracks global progress towards the SDGs and 
allows people around the world to hold their governments accountable to achieving the agreed goals.

SDG1 calls for the eradication of poverty in all its manifestations. It envisions shared prosperity, a basic 
standard of living and social protection benefits for people everywhere, including the poorest and most 
vulnerable. SDG 2: Zero Hunger refers to sustainable food production systems and resilient agricultural 
practices. While there is plenty food in the world, but we still have many people still go to bed hungry. 
SDG 3: Good Health and Well-being is also linked to our Health and nutrition pillar. Sustainable 
development is Goal 4, which provides that education must be free for all. Everyone, everywhere should 
be able to build their literacy and numeracy skills. This is time to eliminate gender disparities and ensure 
equal access to education. SDG 5 aims to achieve gender equality by ending all forms of discrimination, 
violence and any harmful practices against women and girls in the public and private compasses.

UNDP Sustainability Development Goals
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SDG LOGO, INCLUDING THE COLOUR WHEEL, PLUS 17 SDG ICONS  •  GUIDELINES FOR USE

SDG LOGO WITH UN EMBLEM 
FOR UN ENTITIES [VERSION 1]

SDG LOGO WITHOUT UN EMBLEM  
FOR NON-UN ENTITIES [VERSION 2]

17 SDG ICONS

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
GOALS (SDG)

I.  INTRODUCTION

The Member States of the United Nations adopted the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) by General Assembly resolution A/RES/70/1 of 25 September 2015. The aim of 
this resolution is to achieve these 17 goals by 2030 with a view towards ending all forms 
of poverty, fighting inequalities and tackling climate change while ensuring that no one is 
left behind. 

The United Nations’ objective has been to create positive and hopeful language that will 
be a constant thread through all efforts to support the SDGs, strengthening the sense 
that we are all in this together and are working toward the same objective. The United 
Nations’ aim is that this will inspire and help carry the promise of a better world forward.

In order to promote awareness of the SDG (sometimes referred to as the Global Goals), a 
general logo and 17 individual icons have been developed.  These guidelines are meant 
to enable information sharing, engagement, and collaboration and addresses three main 
components:

1. The words “Sustainable Development Goals”,

2. A colour wheel visual identifier, and 

3.  Names for each of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals with corresponding 
individual icons for each goal.  

The words “Sustainable Development Goals” coupled together with the SDG colour wheel 
constitutes the SDG Logo. There are two versions of the SDG Logo: 

•   SDG Logo: Version 1, which displays the United Nations emblem above or to the left 
of the SDG Logo (see page 23 and 27); and

•    SDG Logo: Version 2, which only contains the SDG Logo and does not display the 
United Nations emblem (see page 7).  

The SDG Logo: Version 1 may only be used by United Nations offices, Funds, 
Programmes and other subsidiary organs and organizations of the United Nations 
System. The SDG Logo: Version 2 is for use by entities outside of the United Nations 
System. The use of the SDG Logo: Version 1, the SDG Logo: Version 2, and the 17 SDG 
icons is subject to the terms set forth in the present guidelines.

II. USE OF THE SDG LOGO: VERSION 2, THE SDG COLOUR WHEEL, AND 
THE 17 SDG ICONS BY ENTITIES OUTSIDE OF THE UN SYSTEM 

1. General Information

Entities outside of the United Nations System, including governments, intergovernmental 
organizations, not-for-profit organizations, and private sector entities, may use the SDG 
logo: Version 2, the SDG colour wheel, and the 17 SDG icons in accordance with the 
requirements set out below.

In January 2018, the United Nations launched a revised design of Icon 10, as seen on this page

THESE GUIDELINES MUST BE PROVIDED TO REQUESTERS.  
WHENEVER THE SDG LOGO AND/OR ICONS ARE UPLOADED ON THE INTERNET,  
THESE GUIDELINES MUST BE UPLOADED ON THE SAME PAGE.
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We began the financial year by renewing our clear 
commitment to support and empower children and 

especially teenage girls to live and experience childhoods 
free from violence, abuse and extreme poverty that robs 
them of their unique potential. We have endeavoured to 
create active engaging child destinations for over 20 000 
children across Gauteng and Bothaville in the Free state. 
As you will read on the following pages, we have reached 
more than 20 000 children and over 14 000 adults in Gauteng, 
Free State and KZN. The world around us has significantly 
changed and has placed children in greater need for 
protection and empowerment. Despite the many challenges 
we face, COVID-19, conflict and social unrest, flooding 
and devastating hurricanes which collectively exacerbate 
poverty and child suffering, we will continue to pursue the 
development of child giants capable of contributing to a 
secure and sustainable South Africa.   

The ACFS centres are commonly known by the targeted 
communities and have become a true heritage of 
service, care and empowerment for many vulnerable 
children and their families. The families that are enrolled 
in ACFS programmes have very little or no income at 
all.  Multidenominational poverty amplifies existing and 
newer levels of inequalities that will continue to exclude 
black South Africans from participating meaningfully in 
its democracy and ACFS believes that this scenario must 
change. The organization’s work is to ensure that all targeted 
children reach their potential. 

On the following pages, you will find many details of the 
breadth and reach of our programmes, and how they 
are transforming especially children’s lives by providing 
child focussed, friendly destinations that provide the best 
chance for children to succeed. I am very grateful for the 
many stakeholders including sponsors, supporters, donors, 
partners, faith leaders, governments, and the communities 
themselves that continue to fund the work we do. I am 
grateful for all who walk alongside and uplift the work that 
we do and so enable us to reach the vision where all children 
realise their full potential. 

As you read the contents of this report, you will agree with 
me that there is a strong and dedicated team behind all of 
the achievements that we have narrated. I take this time to 
pay special tribute to my staff and team who have worked 
tirelessly this year to ensure that ACFS rises up against all 
odds to ensure the protection, safety and stimulation of all 
children in our communities. I wish each and every one of 
them more strength and resilience as we roll up our sleeves 
and prepare to fight for children daily. With over 6.5 million 
South Africans who are food insecure, increased year on year 
school dropout rates, decreasing access to basic needs such 
as healthcare and the long-term effects of climate change, 
we cannot afford to rest on our laurels. I am privileged to 
serve with a team that is sincerely up to the task.

Directors Message
ACFS – Creating Child Friendly Destinations
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Bertha
Bertha Magoge
ACFS Director
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Chairperson 
Message

How Sustainable is our Future?

Our continent grapples with a myriad of challenges 
such as food insecurity, the highest rates of 

educational exclusion globally and the increasing impact 
of climate change, given we are the most vulnerable. Our 
nation is not immune to these, with an estimated 11% (6.5 
million) South Africans who are food insecure, increased 
year on year school dropout rates, decreasing access to 
basic needs such as healthcare and the long-term effects 
of climate change, intrinsically linked to food security 
as well as the floods in KwaZulu-Natal earlier this year. 
On the other hand, Africa is predicted to be home to 
the largest workforce in the world by 2040, presenting 
countless opportunities to leverage the demographic 
dividend to provide a significant share of the global 
economic output.

In ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme, 
we have witnessed an increasing need for support in 
the communities which we operate, serving over 22,000 
children. Driven by our vision to create better lives for 
children and develop communities that thrive, ACFS has 
spent the past several decades, working to ensure that 
children from impoverished families and communities 
are not left behind through the roll out of initiatives 
to support access to quality education, health and 
nutrition, food security and upskilling to increase 
employability, fundamentally improving livelihoods. 
Reaffirming that their hope for a future is well secured 
and that they grow to participate in the economy and 
greater society of South Africa. 

We are pleased to share with you the ACFS Community 
Education and Feeding Scheme journey in the just 
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Key highlights 

Ruwayda
Ruwayda Redfearn
ACFS Board Chairperson

ended financial period and to highlight some of our 
achievements over the last few years and the impact that we 
have made in our communities. It is a great privilege to now 
take up the reigns to serve as the Chairperson of the ACFS 
Community Education and Feeding Scheme Board, one of 
the organisations at the forefront of tackling these socio-
economic challenges as well as creating a platform for our 
children to realise their full potential and earn a seat at the 
global economic table.

We recognise the mammoth task at hand in changing the 
lives of millions of children, securing our future, and the 
role we can all play. With this in my mind, in my tenure as 
the chairperson for ACFS, I want to make a clarion call to 
like-minded institutions and individuals, to rally together to 
support ACFS Community Education to deepen their work in 
our communities and ensuring sustainable futures for our 
children. As a collective, we can scale these initiatives to reach 
more children, changing their lives and truly transforming 
our nation. 

Let me conclude my message by paying tribute to all the 
wonderful people, organisations, Trusts, Foundations, and 
corporates that has supported our work in the last financial 
year. Without your invaluable contributions, support, and 
partnerships, ACFS Community Education and Feeding 
Scheme would not have achieved the incredible milestones 
that have been achieved in this year under review. I invite 
you to read this Impact report and give yourselves an 
opportunity to reflect on the remarkable work that you have 
actively enabled. Cognizant of the significant need in our 
communities, we hope we can continue to work together in the 
new year.

Finally, I would like to take the opportunity to acknowledge my 
fellow board members and thank them for their commitment 
and dedication to ACFS Community Education and Feeding 
Scheme. In addition, to thank our Executive Director and her 
team for the excellent work that they carry out on a day-to-
day basis, may you all continue in strength, knowing that the 
work you do is changing the lives of children in South Africa.   

I remain unequivocally optimistic about our future as a 
nation.
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Key highlights for the 
year under review 

The year 2021/22 under review in this report has been quite eventful in 
many ways for ACFS as an organization and the highlights for the year 
include opening of both Kagiso and Pimville Centres that had to be closed 
for different reasons in September 2021 and February 2022 respectively, 
it has been exciting to reopen the gates of these centers and to continue 
providing the much-needed services to our beneficiaries. The opening and 
launching of the new center in Bothaville in Free State province in April was 
one of the major highlights for ACFS in terms of comprehending this dream 
of taking the organization into other provinces has become a reality. ACFS 
was able to open the 10th Centre in Bothaville which was groundbreaking in 
that it became the second province where ACFS has made an indelible mark 
in terms of our reach in footprint. The center has started operations and 
introducing programmes pillars in different phases. 

Other highlights for the period in review include 
the emergency responses carried out in all our 
centres and beyond after the looting in July 
2021 where ACFS distributed clothes, basic necessities to 
over 6 thousand affected families were supported. ACFS 
also responded to the flooding emergency situation 
that erupted in parts of KZN in April 2022 and with 
the support of NLC interventions through distribution 
of food, water, blankets and basic necessities to 1525 
households and reaching a total of 9150 people from 
King Cetshwayo, EThekwini and KwaDukuza local 
municipalities. 

01

02
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ACFS was able to continue implementing 
Health and Nutrition programmes in 
all our centres including among others 
provision of nutritious meals to children 
from poor and vulnerable households, 
conducting health monitoring services 
and health outreaches to our beneficiaries. 
ACFS continued working with stakeholders 
to help beneficiaries access valuable 
health and nutrition information through 
information sharing and referral services to 
our stakeholders. The organization was also 
able to implement educational support to 
all our beneficiaries through academic and 
homework support, toy libraries and our 
two ECD centres operating in Alex and Zola. 

03
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The programme pillar 
contributes towards 

physical, emotional, 
social wellbeing and 
cognitive development 
of children between 
0 and 18 years. The 
ACFS current reach of 

19 371 children shows commitment to continue serving 
nutritious meals in order to combat malnutrition and 
ensure children reach their full potential hence a proper 
menu is being followed at all centers each day. Nutrition 
assessment counselling and support is done to be able 
to find out the nutritional status of children coming to the 
centres and intervene where necessary. Nearest schools 
are visited by ACFS staff to reach as many children as 
possible to come and have nutritious meals. 

Over 22 community outreaches have been conducted 
in around ACFS centers informal settlements, around 
Soweto and Kagiso and Tsakane areas reaching 1030 

children under the age of 6. Block building, face 
painting, reading and coloring are some of the 
exciting activities children participated in. Health 
and nutrition education, psychosocial support 
and food gardening skills were provided to 648 
caretakers of these children. 

In 2021, six community health days were conducted 
reaching 486 community members in collaboration with 
the local stakeholder; SASSA, ANOVA, HEALTH 4 MEN, 
TBF, WARD COUNSELOR, DOH, Health 4 Men, ANOVA, 
SAPS, DSD, DHA, TBF, SANCA. 

Weekly health talks are given to beneficiaries and during 
home visits as well as training to the center support 
staff on Hygiene, food preparation and handling, Infant 
and young Child Feeding, Nutrition and communicable 
diseases, HIV prevention and treatment, food groups and 
importance of balanced foods.

Health and nutrition related issues such as immunization, 
weaning foods demonstrations, growth monitoring, 
complications after birth are discussed and interventions 
and referrals are made in the safe hubs.

Health and 
Nutrition 
Programme 
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Facts and Figures

2 500

19 371 

1 030

Meals served per day to 
children in our Centres

ACFS currently reach 

children

children reached through 
Community Outreach (informal 
settlements) reached through 
Community Outreach 
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“I’m so happy to have a 
safe place I can call my 
home, where I can be 

around people that care 
for me and that  make me 

feel like I belong.” 

~ Lebohang



A teenage mom at Pimville center arrived with concerns 
about her child’s weight. Our health and nutrition 

coordinator did a home visit where she did nutrition 
assessment for the child. 

He was classified under moderate malnutrition according to 
the assessment. “I can’t even concentrate at school; I always 
wonder what it is that I am not doing right for my child.” The 
mom is still attending school and she thought she would 
need to take the child to the clinic, at the time when he was 
due for immunization, because the child’s condition was 
unsatisfactory. 

The health and nutrition coordinator took the child’s card 
and liaised with the clinic for further interventions. The child’s 
name was indeed found in the acute malnutrition register 
of the clinic but at the time there was no stock for nutrition 
commodities. The sister in charge gave the therapeutic 
nutrition commodities according to age and weight to 
support rapid weight gain and alleviate the starving child 
from impending illness or death. “My child is now gaining 
weight and I feel confident as a mother. At ACFS we are 
educated about malnutrition and demonstrations are made, 
but to experience it is something life changing. Thank you 
ACFS for your ongoing work to people like me,” said Lungile 
Morake. 

Concern of a 
Teenage Mom
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Education 
Support
The Education programme pillar for ACFS ensures 

inclusive equitable access to quality education for all 
children by providing infrastructure and resources at all 
ACFS child friendly destinations. This is achieved through 
creating stimulating and conducive environments for 
children with improved basic quality of education so 
that children can be prepared for becoming a skilled 
and capable workforce in their vocations in future. 
This is achieved through a number of interventions like 
ECDs, toy libraries, computer classes, reading clubs, 
play days, holiday programmes and expressive arts. 
Such interventions significantly improve the academic 
performance of the children when compared to their 
peers who are not getting any form of academic support.

Homework Support
ACFS has ensured that not only do children receive a 
plate of food in our centres but they are also assisted 
in their education journey through homework support. 
Volunteers from our partner organizations help the 
children do their homework in all our centres as often 
children do not get the homework support from their 
caregivers or even the time to do their homework. This 
helps bridge the gap between children from well to 
do households who have the means and support and 

children from poor and vulnerable backgrounds towards 
enhanced educational support and helping them reach 
their dreams.

Reading clubs
The culture of reading is a foundational skill towards 
educational achievement and ACFS has developed 
partnerships with Nalibali to help establish and run 
reading clubs in all our centres wherein children 
participate. This contributes to helping the children with 
reading and comprehension of stories relevant to their 
ages which in turn sharpens their ability to read and 
understand different texts as a culture of learning skill 
enhancement. This also involves spelling B wherein the 
children are taught correct spellings of different words to 
build the necessary vocabulary needed for their learning 
and development. The reading clubs also creates a 
fun and playful environment where the interests of the 
children are stimulated while also ensuring that learning 
takes place which works best for children who learn 
through play. Jabavu was involved in a Nal’ibali training 
as well that was done in one of our Centre Pimville where 
youth was given skills of starting and sustaining the 
reading club in our spaces, skills on how to read and 
write and supplements were handed over to our Centre’s.

18
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ACFS Child Destinations – Kids parties and excursions
ACFS aims at creating child destinations for children 
through creating memorable edutainment opportunities 
for the children. In order to achieve this objective ACFS 
facilitated kid’s parties and excursions to different 
destinations with the support of her partners like the 
Johannesburg Mini Council that invited children to a 
Kids Carnival hosted at Edenglen High School in the East 
Rand. The children were treated to various games where 
they won treats and toys for participating in the different 
games from the various stalls. The kids were also treated 
to a magic show which was fun and relevant to their age 
group. The children were also served breakfast and lunch 
composed of healthy balanced diet in line with our health 
and nutrition pillar. 

Children were also taken to educational excursion trips 
where they got exposed to different environments that 
they may not be familiar with in their usual surroundings 
as part of exposure, learning and development.  The ECD 
Children from Alex and Zola ECDs were taken to Golfview, 
Walkerville where children had an opportunity to play 
various games like jungle gym, swings and swimming in 
the pool and many other various. The children enjoyed 
the entire excursion because it exposed them to a new 
environment in a different place that they were not 
used to.
 
ECD & Toy Library 
ACFS runs 5 toy libraries and 2 Early Childhood 
Development Centres to create a safe and fun 
environment for learning, for our children to feel at home 
away from home, through intellectually nurturing and 
growing each child to their full potential, by offering 
an extensive and structured educational program, 
which aims at developing children holistically. These 
ECDs and toy libraries provide safe space that allow 
children to grow, play, learn and develop to their full 
potential through a range of specialist toys that support 
intellectual, physical, social and emotional development. 
This initiative builds a strong foundation for education 
for children coming from poor backgrounds towards 
achievement of their development milestones; within 

their various and evolving developmental stages.  The 
aim of toy libraries is to ensure access to quality Early 
Childhood Development for children and support families 
and communities by capable providing secure safe space 
that allows children to grow, play, learn, and develop to 
their full potential.

Objectives:
• Provide access to toys which are particularly suited to 

supporting intellectual, physical, social, and emotional 
development. 

 Provide access to a range of specialist toys for children 
with special needs and learning disabilities. 

• Assist with the equalize of access to quality play 
experiences, for children affected by poverty, which 
may directly impinge on their capacity to enjoy, and/or 
to achieve development milestones.

• Toy lending and exchange is structured with the offer 
of advice and information about the relevance of 
particular toys and their appropriateness for the ages 
and stages of individual children.

• In our setting toy exchanges is associated with advice 
to parents on how best to use toys to play with their 
children. This then naturally leads to the better 
understanding of the educational value of play both at 
home and the center or site

• Extend and add value to the play opportunities offered 
by toys.

Programme Key Outcomes  
• Improve environments and situations in which children, 

particularly vulnerable children can learn, grow and 
thrive socially, emotionally, physically and cognitively

• Improve preschool children cognitive, stimulations play 
and intellectual performance 

• Improve children’s effective communication & enhance 
better performance at school for children’s social 
competence and social interactions skills 
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• Improve children’s ability to communicate respectfully 
and collaborate effectively with other children and 
their families            

• Increase the opportunities for young children to be 
properly prepared to enter formal schooling

• Improve support and training to the adults who 
care for young children and their community so that 
they are able to care properly for and educate their 
children, improving children’s readiness to learn and 
preventing developmental delay.

Computer Skills Programme
The ACFS Community Education has Computer Labs 
that are operating in two centres that are based in 
Meadowlands and Pimville, Soweto. The computer 
programme was opened in 2019 & 2020 with the 
support of Vodacom Foundation and Liquid Telecom. 
The objectives of the computer programme are to 
improve the computer literacy, assist unemployed youth 
with university application and job application facilities, 
assist the youth to find and apply for scholarships, 
learnerships and bursaries, provide academic support 
children in school and to keep Children away from the 
streets. Each centre accommodates 20 students per 
training session. The programme could not operate 
effectively in 2021 as we were facing the Covid 19 
pandemic and we could not put all the children in class 
because of observing COVID-19 protocols and guidelines. 
Facilitators had to split each grade into 2 groups 
coming in on different days in line with the provisions 
of COVID-19 guidelines. A timetable was developed and 
the children were given time slots according to allocated 
days to come in the Lab. New software were introduced 
to the children like typing master, which teaches children 
how to type.

Types of Software’s we use in the computer Lab
• Education city for Grade 5 & 7
• Vodacom e-school for Grade R & 12
• Codejika.com for Grade10 & 11
• Typing Master for Grade R12
• Khana Academy for Grade 1 & 12

Facts and Figures

1 500

8 500

children benefit from toy 
libraries monthly

children get homework 
support monthly

Computer Programme Reach 

Pimville Number
Children under programme 102
Holiday Programme 80
Total number we reached in 2021 182

Meadowlands Number
Children under programme 138
Holiday Programme 102
Total number we reached in 2021 240
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Food Security and 
Livelihoods (FSL)
The Food Security and Livelihood ACFS pillar aims at 

increasing availability, accessibility, resilience and 
economic participation in sustainable food ecosystem 
for vulnerable households. Through this pillar ACFS is 
able to improve food security towards self-reliant and 
sustainable communities that are able to thrive and meet 
their needs. Every family admitted into our programme 
are equipped with sustainable food gardens that helps 
to generate income.  Food Gardens are established 
in all our centres. ACFS encourages each family in 
our programme to cultivate, or contribute to a food 
garden. Taking into consideration that the high-rate of 
unemployment and the expensive prices of vegetables 
that increase often. Our centers serve as a training 
facility, and beneficiaries are encouraged to establish 
their own home gardens at their backyard, so that they 
can feed their families with fresh and healthy vegetables 
for the year. 

Our Efforts
• 3581 adults and youth have been trained on food 

gardening 

• 3 Cement Water Ferro Tanks were constructed 

• Food Gardening complements the ACFS feeding 
Schemes provided to the families

• One Nursery established to supply seedlings to all our 
centres

• 3 Greenhouses constructed in our centres

• 413 viable home gardens have been established and 
are maintained well

• Surplus of the harvested produce is sold to the 
community.
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Annah standing proud
Ms. Annah Ngoveni from Snake Park Inform Settlement in 
Soweto is 57-year-old unemployed women, she is a single 
parent, staying in a one room shack at Snake Park Ext 4 
squatter camp. She stays with her 4 children, the fist born 
son is also unemployed and the second born son dropped 
out of school, due to being over age. Her other two children 
are in primary school. Annah was referred to us by Sibongile 
Nkabinde who is a Community Leader in Snake Park Ext 
4 and also a beneficiary in our Food Garden Programme 
in one of our Arelemeng Days. We did a home visit and to 
access the situation and we admitted Annah in January 
2020 into our Food Garden Programme where she started 
her training in Food Gardening. Annah made the decision 
to start her own Food Garden at home and she was able 
to increase her family food supply by supplementing with 
vegetables, she also planted mealies, crushes them and 
use this as mealie meal to cook for her family. She then 
extended her Food Garden for the purpose of generating 
an income by selling her produces to her community. Today 
Anna is supporting all her 4 children and paying school fees 
for her two children who are at primary school, by selling 
food garden that she produces from her own garden. She 
is a true inspiration to her neighbors as she is motivating 
them to start their own food gardens at home and also be 
self-sustainable. The size of Annah garden is 7m x 10m but 
she extended the garden to the back of the shack to ensure 
that she produce more vegetables.

Significant change in my Life
My name is Zanele and I live in Meadowlands, Soweto. For 
a long while, I have been struggling due to unemployment 
and have three children who depend on me. My only 
source of income was the children grant; I could not 
afford food or to buy clothes for my children. I came 
across staff members of ACFS where they explained 
how I could be a member of the skills development club 
assisted by ACFS. I was scared at first not sure what to 
expect, uncertain if I would be accepted. Working with 
ACFS changed by life. I had the opportunity to learn 
how to produce my own food in the food gardening 
programme and through this training; I started my own 
vegetable garden at home. This has given me great 
relief, as much of our food comes from the garden. I 
even have a small surplus from the garden which I sell 
to my neighbours.  I make a little extra cash which I use 
to augment other needs in the house such as clothes, 
school needs and other food items for my children. I am 
truly blessed and to ACFS as I see a significant change in 
my life.
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Facts and Figures

3 581

413

11

people trained in 
food gardens

viable home food gardens

Arelemeng 
(Lets Plant Campaigns)
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Special 
Initiatives 
Programme 
Teenage Girls Clubs & Safe Hubs  
The goal of teenage girls’ clubs and safe hubs is to 
empower adolescent girls and build their confidence 
to reach their dreams potential. The primary aim of 
the programme is to get teenage girls in a position of 
understanding who they are as unique individuals, and to 
embrace body changes that will inevitably be experienced 
in their bodies as they embark on a journey of growth 
and to transform unequal power relations and patriarchal 
systems by transforming communities and creating safe 
spaces where girls are protected and safe to develop and 
experience their own personal power.

The programme assists young girls to reach their dreams 
despite social ills they experience in both their micro & 
macro levels. It empowers teenage girls and young women 
to have productive lives through holistic, gender specific 
programs, education and experiences to transform 
unequal power relations and patriarchal systems by 
transforming communities and creating spaces where 
girls are protected and safe to develop and experience 
their own personal power. 

Creating Safe Spaces for Teen Girls
ACFS helps teenage mothers to complete their schooling 
and to achieve meaningful job opportunities. This 
assists both teen mother and child to have the best 
chance in life. When teenagers become pregnant in this 
unplanned manner, their lives, after suddenly going from 
being a student to being a mother, can often change to 
untold emotional and financial hardship and suffering. 
Experience has shown that they often face rejection from 

both the responsible men as well as from their own families. 
This often means that the teenager is left unsupported 
throughout the pregnancy period resulting in increased 
psychological stress and sometimes depression. Many of 
the pregnant girls have also reported being in abusive 
relationships both at home and with their boyfriends who 
many times no longer want to have anything to do with them. 
Having a safe place to come to and to find other young 
women to confide in, receive counselling and support, is a 
lifeline and life changing experience for the pregnant girls 
and teen mothers.

Food parcels continue to be a relief for the ‘Teenage 
mothers and teen moms to be’. Each year we have 20 young 
moms, both Teen moms and Pregnant Teenagers as part 
of the programme. The programme takes place in Pimville 
and Tsakane Centres coordinated by the Special Initiative 
Programmes Coordinator. 

The teenage safe hub also provides some of the practical 
and basic needs that these girls will have such as food, 
baby clothes, pampers and baby formula for those who are 
completely desperate. The programme has the Psychosocial 
support, Health and Nutrition Coordinator’s support who 
periodically gives out information to the girls. Facilitation 
is guided by a manual guide that has topics that speaks to 
young growing teenagers that are still said to be ‘Teenagers’.
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Laila Martins – Going back to School
The Teenage Girls Clubs & Safe Hubs is a programme that 
cuts across in all centres the organisation operates in. The 
main purpose of the programme is to empower young girls 
that unfortunately fell pregnant prematurely. The initiative 
works to bring confidence back to young girls that are 
dealing with psychosocial, and among other struggle with 
their school career. 

One of the success stories from the Programme is that of 
Laila Martins, one of the Teen moms recruited in our Tsakane 
centre. When Laila joined the programme, she had dropped 
out of school due to her unfortunate situation of falling 
pregnant at a young age. Even though she had become 
pregnant at a young age, she still wanted to go back to 
school to have a better chance of a bright future like all 
teenagers with dreams and ambitions.

Through the Teenage Girls Safe Hubs, the Programme 
managed to get the young girl registered back at school 
after engaging with the district manager of the department 
of Education and the principal of her former school. Her 
grandmother graciously agreed to look after her child while 
she returns to school to pursue her studies on condition that 
she comes back straight from school to relieve her. Laila is 
in grade 11, and she is very excited to be going into grade 12 
and complete her studies. Laila wants become a Lawyer after 
her studies so she can be in a position to help other people 
as a way of giving back to her own community.
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Debating Competition
The teenage girls in Jabavu were selected by the Diakona 
Health Institute based in Jabulani, Soweto to participate 
in one of their annual events which is a Debating 
Competition and the girls made us proud by scooping 
position 1 and 2 on spelling B and Go Math’s. The number 
of teenage girls in Jabavu were 25 last year and we had 5 
participating in the Competition. 

School Prevention  Outreach Programme
The ACFS programme has a three-pronged approach 
in working with young teenage girls. The prevention 
programme focuses on reaching large captive audience 
of girls and ensure that we provide comprehensive sex 
education (CSE) to girls before they get into trouble 
through peer pressure and a lack of information. The 
manual for this part of the programme is designed to 
offer young girls the best preventative information as well 
as access to educational excursions that expose them 
to various awareness regarding sexual and reproductive 
health and rights, as well as confidence and career 
guidance. The teachers of the school were very grateful 
for this intervention and expressed how needed it was in 
low-income schools such as theirs.

The programme had reached a good momentum 
before the social unrest. The Contribute fund is of great 
assistance with the school outreaches, that is, Sexual 
& Health Reproductive Education to the rest of the 
teenagers that are unable to be registered to be part of 
the normal Teenage Girls Clubs & Safe Hubs that take 
place in our centres. 

Girls in the High Schools where this programme is 
implemented listen attentively and also ask questions 
to clarify some of the myths, misinformation and facts 
around sexual reproductive health.

During this period, we ran a number of staff development 
workshops to train ACFS staff as well as prepare them 
for the practical implementation of the project. A social 
worker was recruited in March so that she would share 
part of her time to the project to render psychosocial 
support as well as conduct home visits to the teenage 
girls as well as their families as issues emerge during the 
sessions.

Partnership Development (Stakeholders)
A number of sessions with stakeholders are held to clarify 
the project objectives and to identify each stakeholder’s 
duties and responsibilities to the project. A partnership 
MOU was signed between Teddy Bear Foundation. The 
ACFS Director led the facilitator training workshops with 
this partner. Most of the referrals that will are done in the 
project on behalf of the teenage pregnant girls and teen 
moms were done through Teddy Bear Foundation. This 
partner is viewed as our local expert in the management 
and counselling of complex cases involving children. 
During the facilitator working sessions, we tested the 
manual with the Teddy Bear Foundation to ensure that 
the topics and activities had sufficient content that 
would adequately address the challenges that teenage 
girls, pregnant teens and teen moms could benefit from.

Objectives 
• Strengthening comprehensive sexuality education (CSE) 

and to prevent young girls from having unwanted teen 
pregnancies

• Provide a safe space for teenage girls, teen pregnant 
girls and teen moms to learn and grow resilience 
through their difficult circumstances in a protected and 
safe environment 

• Support teenage girls, pregnant girls and teenage 
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mothers in their developmental and educational 
journey and support them in making informed 
decisions.

• Provide opportunities for young girls to build practical 
skills to cope with their circumstance and guide them 
back to achieving their educational outcomes

• Address gender-based violence and harmful cultural 
practices, that render girls powerless in determining 
their own life choices

• Provide support for sexually abused teenage girls, as 
well as preventative measures to reduce trauma 

• Create and facilitate practical service referrals to 
surround the pregnant teenage girls and teen moms 
with a network of caring stakeholders

• Mitigating the impact of HIV and AIDS.

Programme Key Outcomes  
• Reduce the rates of pregnancies and births to 

teenagers in the target communities’ areas.

• Improved knowledge on sex education approaches 
about the reproductive process and STIs, how to avoid 
getting pregnant – using abstinence or contraception, 
and how to avoid getting. 

STI/HIV/AIDS
• Increase support for teenage mothers and pregnant 

teens to access antenatal care, children’s centres and 
other specialist services and increased knowledge of 
antenatal care and preparation for parenthood for 
teenage mothers 

• increase teenage girl’s knowledge of contraception, 
and providing counseling and psychological health 
and nutrition education.

• Improve knowledge and the aspirations 
of teenage mothers and pregnant teens 
to support them back into education and 
training

• Increase linkages between teen pregnancy 
prevention programs and community-
based clinical services

• Improved knowledge about stakeholders 
and relevant informed strategies to reduce 
teen pregnancy and provide resources in 
target communities.

Facts and Figures

275

37

3 545

Number of Teenage Girls 
Clubs Members:  

Number of Teen 
Moms in Safe Hubs: 

Teenage Girls School Outreach: 
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“I want to be a doctor  
when I grow up so I 

can make all the sick 
people well again.” 

~ Themba
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Monitoring and 
Evaluation 

children 
reached in 
health & 
nutrition community 
outreach

Monitoring and 
Evaluation 

Impact report 2021 – 2022 reach in numbers

27 618

19 371
422

5
120

500

40
2 500
1 030

8 247

ACFS beneficiaries

Over
Meals 
served daily

Total reached:
Computer skills 
development 
children trained

active toy 
libraries

over

children enrolled 
to ACFS ECDS

children get assisted 
with homework’s and 
assignments daily

adults trained in 
computer skills

Children

Adults

Health & Nutrition 
Educational 

Support
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3 541

413
40

3095

women trained 
in food garden

women trained 
in skills 
development 
for sewing and 
beadworks

youth 
trained in 
food garden

youth trained in 
bakerywomen trained 

in bakery skills 
development

Food Security & 
Livelihood (FSL)

Youth Economic 
Empowerment 

Emergency Response

28 788
Over

food parcels 
distributed 
through 
COVID-19, 
social unrest 
& KZN floods
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Sikhululiwe Moyo, a 35-year-old woman, is one of our 
adult beneficiaries in the centres. Three years ago, she 

was taught how to do bead work by her sister in-law, she 
admired the work that her sister in-law was doing. The 
beneficiary mentions that it only took her 1 week to master 
the skill. 

From that time, she decided to start her own beadwork 
business. When she started with the business things 
were not easy at all, she would struggle to purchase 
materials to carry on with her business. Sikhululiwe 
mentions that things are now better in her business 
and she feels that the business is doing well despite the 
challenges of sometimes having to struggle with getting 
customers. The beneficiary further mentioned that she 
gets more customers during August and September when 
the Heritage Day is approaching. During August and 
September, she has two shops in Johannesburg where 
she provides the shop owners with her beadwork. One 
lady is based in Joburg mall, where she sold her beadwork 
products worth R5000.00 last year. The other woman is 
based in Johannesburg station and she sold beadwork 
products to her that were worth R3500.00. 

She is now training other women in our skills development 
programme. Sikhululiwe feels good that she is able to 
transfer her skills to other women and she believes that 
these women can start small businesses like she did and 
be able to generate income that will enable them to take 
care of their families.

We have an upcoming training in skills development and 
Sikhululiwe Moyo will be the one training other women on 
beadwork, the training is targeting adult beneficiaries across 
all our six centres in Soweto. 

When the project is doing well, she is able to take care of her 
child Thandeka Princess Mathenjwa, 
a four-year-old who is also 
our beneficiary. 

ACFS 
Life Skills 
Interventions

Facts and Figures

413
Trained caregivers in 
beadwork and sewing: 

Sikhululiwe Moyo – “Look at me now”
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ACFS 
Sustainability 
Intervention

The ACFS Bakery Programme 

The purpose of Jabavu Bakery Programme is to impart 
baking skills to our beneficiaries so that they can be 

able to earn a livelihood through their newly acquired 
baking skills. Beneficiaries can earn a living through 
getting employment and or starting their own baking 
businesses to supply homemade bread and rolls to their 
communities. The other purpose of Jabavu Bakery is to 
produce and sell fresh bread and rolls to the public and 
reinvest the revenues into ACFS regular programme work 
of advancing children for success. Jabavu Bakery also 
provides fresh rolls to all the 9 ACFS Centres to feed the 
child beneficiaries at least three times a week.

Objectives 
ACFS is in the process of establishing a social enterprise 
to help generate additional 50% of funding comprising of 
a food market, bakery and a farm. The bakery in Jabavu 
is an implementation of this strategic objective.  ACFS 
Your Local Bakery in Jabavu is building a broad and 
committed customer base and developing a business 
model that brings in enough income for “YOUR LOCAL 
BAKERY” to cover our expenses despite a potentially 
high level of waste. Another objective of the bakery is 
to provide customers with products of a high/ superior 
quality from which the market offers and finally to provide 
the trainings every three months for beneficiaries across 
all Centres of ACFS. 

Achievements 
We were able to do the website design and the logo branding 
for our bakery, price costing, quality of products we offer 
and marketing with sales sessions. Research based on our 
competitors. A tagline and Facebook account with email 
address, website and google maps was done for our bakery 
which we obtained information from our business coaching 
sessions. 

Facts and Figures

3 400 8 200

82
products produced 
per month

rolls supplied to 
centres per week

Bakery Graduates
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We are Graduating
The bakery has officially done three graduations for 
different groups of beneficiaries who finished their course 
of 3 months in the training and they usually come from all 
our centres. Graduations are usually hosted either at the 
Head office or in Jabavu at the bakery. Graduations are a 
time of celebrating the achievements of our beneficiaries 
and reflecting in what to do with the skills and certificates 
received and hence they are proud moments where 
beneficiaries are not only affirmed as competent bakers, 
but also given an opportunity to independently practice 
their newly acquired skill in their own communities 
and environments. It is our director’s goal to make this 
skills development training successful and up running, 
sustained as well over the years and to create jobs and 
business opportunities to the community of Jabavu and 
surrounding where they can make their own income. 
Especially in enhancing the youth and expose them to 
opportunities through the ACFS programs.

Some of the bakery graduates have gone ahead to 
start their own small baking businesses trading in the 
confectionery products they learned how to bake like 
bread, rolls, muffins and queen cakes. It is also rewarding 
to note that other graduates of the bakery trading 
have secured themselves jobs and are feeding their own 
families through the income from their employers. It is 
heartwarming to know that some of the graduates have 
secured employment from Jabavu Bakery where they 
trained in the trade and proved themselves to be good 
enough to be hired. 
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Youth Economic 
Empowerment 
Programme
This pillar seeks to empower young people with 

knowledge, skills and confidence and resources for 
self-sustainability and job creation so that they can have 
a chance to participate in economic institutions despite 
their backgrounds educationally, economically and 
otherwise. This gives them options for a livelihood beyond 
just looking for a job but learning to be industrious with 
their own hands and making money to sustain themselves.
At Tsakane centre we managed to train 24 unemployed 
young people, that is, 7 males and 17 females, on food 
gardening.  They even attended Umsizi consultancy 
training on My Future and they received a Certificate of 
Attendance. 

Five young people were trained on Baking, book keeping 
and computer by Siyabonga bakery to help them achieve 
livelihood skills for income generation and employment 
towards self-reliance. Forty-five young people in all our 
centres were linked to Enke Youth 4 Service volunteering 
opportunities within our 9 centres to get work experience, 
learn the necessary composite skills needed in a work 
environment and earn a stipend for 6 months.
 
ACFS also empowered young people through expressive 
arts using drum majorettes, gumboot dance, drama, 

choirs, poetry and food garden training. ACFS supported 
the youth with drum majorettes’ equipment such as drums, 
uniforms, gum boots and overalls that is kept at the centres 
for use by the youth when they are performing. Different 
young people participated in the various activities according 
to their choice and liking. The youth participate in these 
activities as part of their skills development and it helps to 
keep them engaged and avoid loitering around; giving them 
options to earn a living through expressive arts like music. 
ACFS has supported young people from poor and vulnerable 
families with skills they need to thrive even in the context 
of high unemployment nowadays. OCTADEC, one of our 
partners funded the drum majorette’s equipment, uniform, 
gumboots and overalls used by the youth in their expressive 
arts presentations. This donor also donated funds for 
construction of the Kagiso Greenhouse Garden and the 
ferro tank as part of their support to ACFS youth economic 
empowerment programme activities. The young people who 
are part of this programme appreciate the opportunity to 
explore their gifts and talents which adds meaning and value 
to their lives as they learn, grow and develop into realizing 
their full potential.
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Facts and Figures

2500

19 371 

1 030

Meals served per day to 
children in our Centres

ACFS currently reach 

children

children reached through 
Community Outreach (informal 
settlements) reached through 
Community Outreach 
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Emergency 
Response
The purpose of this programme pillar is to ensure 

that Households and ECD centres have improved 
coping strategies and are able to withstand shocks and 
unforeseen adverse events. ACFS through this pillar seeks 
to contribute to improved community capacity to prepare, 
mitigate and respond to disasters.  

Covid 19 Emergency Support
ACFS supported our beneficiaries in the beginning of 
the lock down period, and we used our 8 Centres in 
the City of Johannesburg, Mogale City and Ekurhuleni 
as distribution hubs for food parcels. We distributed 
15 thousand food parcels and provided 70 thousand 
hot meals to children. Parents were asked to come to 
the centres to collect their food parcels from there. We 
managed to operate in this way for the month of April and 
May, 2021. We observed all COVID-19 protocols including 
to maintain social distance and sanitizing both staff and 
beneficiaries throughout the exercise.

Social Unrest Response
South Africa was brought to a standstill in the wake of social 
unrest protests that rocked the country in July 2021. The 
demonstrations, which followed the arrest and imprisonment 
of former president Jacob Zuma for evading a mandatory 
inquiry related to corruption were soon centered on the 
dire economic situation facing South Africans in general. 
In addition, the country was experiencing a deadly third 
wave of COVID-19 infections and had been under strict 
lockdown regulations. The protests, which began on July 
10, 2021, escalated to mass looting of shops, and malls, the 
destruction of property, and the loss of lives in the crossfire 
as a result of the increasing rates of poverty and inequality 
in the country. The social civil unrest in South Africa had 
devastating effects on individuals and communities across 
the country particularly in Gauteng and KZN provinces. The 
impact of the social unrest in all communities, particularly 
in the Informal settlement in our communities has been 
so significant. ACFS had to intervene and respond to the 
emergency and during the social unrest we managed to 
support children with over 30 thousand meals for the social 
unrest emergency support relief. 
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KZN – Flooding Emergency 
The devastating Floods in KwaZulu-Natal in April 2022 
brought the province into a standstill with threat posed by 
extreme weather and climate change. KZN was experiencing 
an unrelenting flood devastation. There has been enormous 
damage to homes, roads and bridges and many poor 
communities are cut off from services. Unfortunately, there 
were a significant number of lives lost being reported (435 
people died) and the government had to subsequently 
declare the floods in the province as a national disaster. 
Several NGOs and business partners were required to be on 
the ground urgently to offer relief and recovery services to 
the divested communities. ACFS was very grateful to have 
been selected as one of the implementing partners under 
the NLC’s proactive funding responding to this provincial 
disaster. Following funding received by ACFS from National 
Lotteries Commission, ACFS was allocated to support with 
Emergency response in King Cetshwayo – uMlalazi Local 
Municipality – Bhekeshowe Community, Ward 26, Ufasimba 
Community , Ward 25 – Continued at Mvutshini Sport Ground 
Ward 16 and Nyezane Community Hall Ward 17, eThekwini 

Municipality uMlazi Township in K Community Hall, G 
Community Hall and V Community Hall, KwaDukuza Local 
Municipality- Driefontein Community Hall Ward 21, Zamani 
Community Hall & Old Community Library in Darnall Ward 02, 
and Vulinqondo Community Hall Ward 01 and Ward 25. The 
ACFS Food Parcels distributed were substantial and were 
geared to support a family of 6 members per parcel for a 
period of at least 1 Month. In this context ACFS supported 1 
525 households which means ACFS supported a total of 9150 
individuals in the allocated municipalities through the Food 
Parcels. In addition, 1325 Blankets, 775 Water Buckets, 150 
dignity packs were also distributed across all the areas.
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Tribute to our Donors 
and Funders 
The support and commitment of caring people like you, 

our donors, means that ACFS can continue to reach 
children where they need us, and when they need us most. 
You’re helping to raise a generation of girls and boys who 
can realise their right to survival, education, protection, 
development and participation in decisions that directly 
affect their lives. We are grateful for the support and 
thank you to the many partners below for their generous 
contributions.

ACFS is passionate about making a difference to our 
communities through our holistic Programmes Pillars 
interventions, and we continue to support disadvantaged 
communities across all our implementation areas. 
Through the support of our Donors, Funders and 
Stakeholders, we are able to do more for our communities 
to support our needy communities’ beneficiaries and all 
Children as key primary objective of the organisation. 

Donors & Funders 
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Outstanding Corporate 
and Business this FY
• Vivienne Court Trading (PTY) Ltd
• H V Test (PTY) Ltd
• Revive Electrical
• Rolag Properties Investments

Stakeholders

Outstanding Individual 
Donors this FY
• S Judaken
• MV Mennell
• Mrs. S Shames
• C Amoils
• FJW Barnard
• R. R Emslie
• D C Brink
• Mr. Boyle
• A H Munro
• Mrs. M Jager
• Mr. B Spottiswood

Trusts & Foundations
• Ciecinski Trust
• Nikela Trust
• The Carl & Emily Fuchs Foundation
• The Adele Drechmeier Trust
• R & O Norwich Charitable Foundation
• Robinson Charitable Trust
• PA Don Charitable Trust

• EMC Hardridge Trust

• Davies Foundation
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“Thank you ACFS 
for helping me to 
go back to school”

“It is fun to read now, 
because I read with 
my friends at ACFS” 

~ Laila Martins

~ Mpumelelo
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“I always feel 
supported when 
I come to the 
centre to do my 
homework” 
~ Simphiwe
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VAT number: 4910148685 
 
Chief Executive Officer: LD Mokoena 
 
A full list of all company directors is available on www.bdo.co.za 
 
The company’s principal place of business is at The Wanderers Office Park, 52 Corlett Drive, Illovo, Johannesburg where a list of directors’ names is 
available for inspection. BDO South Africa Incorporated, a South African personal liability company, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK 
company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms. 

Independent Auditor’s Report 
To the Governing Body of 
ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme 
(Registration Number NPO: 001-213) 
 
Opinion  
We have audited the financial statements of ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme set out on pages 9 to 19, 
which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2022, and the statement of profit or loss and other 
comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes 
to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.  
 
In our opinion, the financial statements of ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme for the year ended 
31 March 2022 are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the basis of accounting described in Note 1 to 
the financial statements and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa. 
 
Basis for Opinion 
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those 
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of 
our report. We are independent of the company in accordance with the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors’ 
Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors (IRBA Code) and other independence requirements applicable to 
performing audits of financial statements in South Africa.  We have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in 
accordance with the IRBA Code and in accordance with other ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in 
South Africa. The IRBA Code is consistent with the corresponding sections of the International Ethics Standards Board 
for Accountants’ International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International Independence 
Standards). We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our opinion. 
 
Other Information 
The Governing Body is responsible for the other information.  The other information comprises the Governing Body’s 
Report as required by the Companies Act of South Africa.  The other information does not include the financial 
statements and our auditor’s report thereon. 
 
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express an audit opinion or 
any form of assurance conclusion thereon.  
 
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing 
so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge 
obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.  If, based on the work we have performed, we 
conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have 
nothing to report in this regard. 
 
Responsibilities of the Governing Body for the Financial Statements 
The Governing Body is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements in accordance with the basis of 
accounting in Note 1.  For determining that the basis of preparation is acceptable in the circumstances and for such 
internal control as the Governing Body determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  
 
In preparing the financial statements, the Governing Body is responsible for assessing the Scheme’s ability to continue 
as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of 
accounting unless the Governing Body either intends to liquidate the Scheme or to cease operations, or have no realistic 
alternative but to do so. 
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. 
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with 
ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.  Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are 
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic 
decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.  
 
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism 
throughout the audit. We also:  
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, 

design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and 
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.  The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud 
is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.  

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are 
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
company’s internal control.  

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related 
disclosures made by the Governing Body. 

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the Governing Body’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and based on 
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast 
significant doubt on the company’s ability to continue as a going concern.  If we conclude that a material uncertainty 
exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements 
or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence 
obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report.  However, future events or conditions may cause the company to 
cease to continue as a going concern.  

 
We communicate with the Governing Body regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit 
and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit. 
 
 
 
 
BDO South Africa Incorporated 
Registered Auditors 
 
Paul Badrick 
Director 
Registered Auditor 
 
25 October 2022 
 
Wanderers Office Park 
52 Corlett Drive 
Illovo, 2196 
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